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An on-chip electrical transport spectroscopy
approach for in situ monitoring electrochemical
interfaces
Mengning Ding1,2, Qiyuan He3, Gongming Wang2,3, Hung-Chieh Cheng1, Yu Huang1,2 & Xiangfeng Duan2,3

In situ monitoring electrochemical interfaces is crucial for fundamental understanding and

continued optimization of electrocatalysts. Conventional spectroscopic techniques are

generally difficult to implement for in situ electrochemical studies. Here we report an on-chip

electrical transport spectroscopy approach for directly probing the electrochemical surfaces

of metallic nanocatalysts in action. With a four-electrode device configuration, we demon-

strate that the electrical properties of ultrafine platinum nanowires are highly sensitive and

selective to the electrochemical surface states, enabling a nanoelectronic signalling pathway

that reveals electrochemical interface information during in-device cyclic voltammetry. Our

results not only show a high degree of consistency with generally accepted conclusions

in platinum electrochemistry but also offer important insights on various practically

important electrochemical reactions. This study defines a nanoelectronic strategy for in situ

electrochemical surface studies with high surface sensitivity and surface specificity.
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E
lectrochemistry of catalytic nanomaterials has played
an essential role in diverse energy-related technologies,
including fuel cells1–3, batteries4 and many other electro/

photocatalytic processes5–8. A fundamental understanding of the
electrocatalytic surfaces/interfaces is crucial for developing future
generation of nanocatalysts. To this end, in situ electrochemical
surface study is most informative9, yet extremely challenging
because these interfaces are generally buried between solid
support and liquid electrolyte and are thus difficult to access
by the conventional spectroscopic techniques. Considerable
efforts have been attempted for in situ probing electrochemical
interfaces using thin-layer cells10 or synchrotron radiation11,
which typically requires unusual device design or highly
specialized resources12–14. Therefore, it is of considerable
significance to develop novel signalling pathways and analytic
tools, alternative to the traditional spectroscopic techniques, that
allow for in situ probing the electrochemical interfaces in action.

With reducing physical dimension and increasing surface-to-
bulk ratio in ultrafine metal nanostructures, their electrical
properties could be greatly influenced by the surface conditions.
For example, it is well-known that upon molecular adsorption,
the resistance of a metallic thin film increases due to the increased
diffusive scattering of conduction electrons (that is, the electron-
free path is terminated by the collision at the surface, as opposed
to specular scattering, where electron scattered at the surface is
specularly reflected)15,16. The surface scattering effect of adsorbed
molecules on ultrafine metallic nanostructure has been explored
for nanoelectronic chemical detectors17–19 and biosensors20.
In these nanodevices, the change of electrical conductivity
of a metallic nanostructure served as a signal pathway to the
surface adsorption of selected chemical/biological species. Here
we demonstrate, for the first time, the use of such nanoelectronic
signalling pathway to probe the dynamic electrochemical
interfaces for nanoscale electrocatalysts. With a properly
designed nanodevice based on the network of ultrafine
platinum nanowires (PtNWs), in-device cyclic voltammetry
(CV) of PtNWs is performed with concurrent in situ measure-
ment of their electrical conductivity. This method allows us to use
the nanoelectronic device as an electronic probe, alternative to the
spectroscopic probes, for in situ monitoring the dynamic
electrochemical interface characteristics between the metallic
nanostructures and electrolyte under variable electrochemical
conditions. A differentiation method is further developed for a
more convenient and efficient visualization and analysis of the
electrical transport characteristics. A systematic analysis of the
electrical signals of PtNWs shows a high degree of consistency
with the generally accepted conclusions in the field of Pt
electrochemistry. More significantly, it reveals important new
insights on various Pt-catalysed electrochemical reactions.

Results
Underlying principles. In general, the surface scattering induced
resistance change in one-dimensional cylindrical wires can be
calculated using the same equations that are used to describe the
size dependence of metals21:

r ¼ r0 1þ 3
4 1� pð Þ l

d
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d44lð Þ ð1Þ
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where r is the resistivity of metallic wire, r0 is the resistivity of
bulk metal, l is the corresponding electron mean free path, d is
the wire diameter and p is the portion of conduction electrons
specularly reflected on the metal surface. Molecules adsorbed on
metal nanostructure can function as diffusive scattering centre,

resulting in a reduced p value and increased resistivity (r)16,17. It
is important to note that for a specific electron mean free path in
a given metal, the response signal (Dr/r0) is inversely
proportional to the dimension of metallic nanostructures.
Therefore, with reducing diameter in ultrafine metallic
nanowires (especially when d approaches l), the diffusive
scattering induced by surface adsorption can produce a
significant change in resistivity (or conductivity s). Figure 1
shows that the surface scattering induced signal (Ds/s0) of
metallic nanowires derived using equations (1) and (2). It is
evident that a substantial signal can be clearly seen when the
nanowire diameter becomes comparable to or smaller than the
electron mean free path.

Device fabrication. Figure 2a summarizes the overall device
configuration, while detailed description of device fabrication and
electrochemical set-up can be found in Supplementary Methods
and Supplementary Fig. 1. Briefly, ultrafine PtNWs with B2-nm
diameters were synthesized22, assembled into a thin film using a
co-solvent evaporation method23, and then selectively deposited
onto the Si/SiO2 wafer with pre-patterned gold electrodes. An
electrochemically inert layer (poly(methyl methacrylate, PMMA)
was employed to isolate the electrodes and defining the
electrochemical window (through electron-beam (e-beam)
lithography). The morphology of the PtNWs network was
examined by scanning electron microscopy (Fig. 2b) and other
microscopic characterizations (see Supplementary Fig. 2).

Working principle of ETS measurement. The general working
principle that allowed in-device monitoring of the electro-
chemical interfaces is outlined in Fig. 2c. Our device configura-
tion and measurement design resembles that of the electrolyte-
gated semiconductor transistors. Instead of using electrolyte
gating only to induce an electrical double layer on the semi-
conducting channel, three-electrode system was adopted and the
gate voltage was extended to a range so that the desired electro-
chemical reactions could occur on PtNWs. Unlike semiconductor
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Figure 1 | Theoretical size and surface scattering effect of metallic

nanowires. Black squares (for p¼0) and circles (for p¼ 1/2) depict the

size dependence of the resistivity for one-dimensional cylindrical metallic

nanowires. The resistivity (over bulk metal resistivity) increases markedly

when the nanowire diameter approaches to the electron mean free path.

Triangles depict the size dependence of surface scattering induced

conductivity response. The relative conductivity change upon adsorption

(which induces surface scattering and causes changes in p value) increases

markedly when the nanowire diameter approaches to the corresponding

electron mean free path. r(s), resistivity (conductivity) of the metal thin

wire; r0, resistivity of the bulk metal; d, diameter of the metal thin wire; l,
mean free path of the conduction electrons; p, portion of electrons

specularly reflected on the metal surface.
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nanostructures that are highly sensitive to the electrochemical
(gating) potential, the metallic nanostructures only respond to
surface bound molecules through surface scattering (see
Supplementary Figs 3, 4, 5 and 6 and Supplementary Discussion
for detailed discussion on the origins of the signal in this mea-
surement system). This characteristic minimizes the background
signal from the electrolyte media or electrical potential variation
in the CV process, and offers a robust signalling pathway that is
only sensitive to surface conditions of the conducting channel
(that is, the signal exhibit an exceptional surface specificity that is
not available in semiconductor nanostructures).

In specific, a standard source–measure unit (SMU) was used to
sweep the gate voltage (VG) between reference electrode and
PtNWs, and to collect the Faradic current (gate current, IG)
through counter electrode, functioning as a pseudo-potentiostat18

for in-device CV. A second SMU was used to simultaneously
measure the electrical transport properties of PtNWs during the
CV process. PtNWs were placed between two protected gold
electrodes (source and drain), and a small constant bias voltage
(VSD) was applied during the measurement. The source-drain
current (ISD) or conductance (GSD) of PtNWs was recorded
during the in-device CV, and their varying value in response to
the sweeping VG is an indicative parameter of the changing
surface scattering effect at different electrochemical potentials,
which can thus serve as an effective signal revealing the surface
adsorption states and electrochemical interface characteristics
during any specific electrochemical reactions. We have designated
these electrical transport-based analyses of electrochemical
interfaces as electrical transport spectroscopy (ETS).

In-device CV and in situ ETS results. A typical in-device CV and
in situ electrical transport signal of a PtNW device is shown in
Fig. 3a. The IG–VG result (black curve in Fig. 3a) highly resembles
the typical CV characteristic of polycrystalline Pt surface24 and
bulk PtNWs membrane22, containing five redox regions:
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER); H adsorption/desorption
region (Hupd); double layer (DL) region ; surface oxide formation/
reduction region (Oupd); and oxygen evolution reaction (OER).

This result demonstrates the validity of the in-device CV
measurement (see Supplementary Fig. 7 for detailed discussion).
Between the onset potentials of HER and OER, the obtained CV
current (IG) is exclusively associated with specific surface
adsorption/desorption processes, which can serve as a robust
reference point for identifying the surface states of PtNWs at a
given potential (VG). The red curve in Fig. 3a is derived
from source-drain current (ISD) of PtNWs under different gate
voltage (VG) that is measured concurrently with in-device CV
(IG–VG). Here the ISD value is normalized to obtain the relative
conductance change (DGSD/GSD

0 , see Methods). To fully interpret
the GSD–VG curve (ETS signal), electrochemical processes on the
Pt surface at each potential region and the corresponding surface
scattering effect needs to be considered together.

On the basis of the nature of surface chemical process, the
GSD–VG curve of PtNWs depicted in Fig. 3a can be divided into
three sections (marked with three colours), in correspondence
with the three potential regions identified in the CV curve
(IG–VG). First, the GSD shows a relatively small change in the DL
region (green box in Fig. 3a), where the surface of PtNWs is
predominantly occupied by a layer of absorbed water molecules
(in a DL model, this first layer of adsorbed water molecules
defines the inner Helmholtz plan, see Supplementary Fig. 5).

Second, at the negative potential range, adsorption/desorption
of a monolayer of H atoms on the PtNWs surface (Hads) results in
an obvious increase (i)/decrease (ii) in GSD, respectively (yellow
box in Fig. 3a), while the GSD signal exhibits little change during
the HER. The increase in GSD during the H adsorption can be
attributed to a weaker diffusive scattering of electrons by a Pt–H
surface than a Pt–H2O surface. Similar phenomena have
also been observed in the case of H2 gas adsorptions on Pt17,25.
There is a relatively small hysteresis in GSD for H adsorption (i)
and desorption (ii) process, indicating a highly reversible
electrochemical process.

Third, in the positive potential region corresponding to the
adsorption/desorption of surface oxygenated species (indicated by
CV current), a more pronounced GSD signal (purple box in
Fig. 3a) is observed along with much larger hysteresis (see
Supplementary Fig. 8 for more discussion). In the positive scan,
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Figure 2 | Working principle of in situ electrical transport spectroscopy (ETS) measurement. (a) Schematic illustration of the platinum nanowire

(PtNW) device with a microscopic electrochemical (EC) cell on it. (b) Scanning electron microscopy image of a device cell showing PMMA covered gold

electrodes, and the exposed PtNWs network in the opened PMMA window. Scale bar, 2 mm. (c) Schematic diagram of concurrent in-device CV and ETS for

in situ monitoring of the electrochemical interfaces. CE, counter electrode; RE, reference electrode; WE, working electrode; S, source; D, drain.
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GSD curve first goes through a gradual decrease (iii) followed by a
much steeper decrease (iv). The gradual decrease in GSD can be
attributed to the adsorption of hydroxyl species (OHads; see
Supplementary Fig. 9), and the steep decrease at higher potential
is associated with the surface oxide formation. The larger
response for the oxide formation can be attributed to the larger
scattering cross-section of the strongly bonded O atoms on the Pt
surface and the partial surface composition transition from
metallic Pt to Pt oxide, which significantly reduces the free
electron density in PtNWs. The conductance of PtNWs remains
relatively stable at low level when the voltage sweeping direction
is reversed to negative (v), and only starts to increase (vi) after the
onset of the reduction process (coinciding with a cathodic current
peak in CV).

It is interesting to note that GSD exhibits a continued decrease
during the OER, in contrast to a relative flat GSD behaviour
during HER process. These different features suggest distinct Pt
surface dynamics during HER and OER cycles. The relatively flat
GSD feature at HER indicates that a complete and stable
monolayer Hads is formed on the Pt surface at the onset of
HER process; while the continued decrease in GSD during OER
process indicates that the surface oxide formation (or penetration
of O species into the PtNWs) does not reach the maximum
coverage at the onset of OER and the oxidation process
continues in the OER region. Importantly, this observation
invalidates the generally accepted hypothesis that the coverage of
oxygenic species reached saturation at the onset of oxygen
evolution24,26. These analyses demonstrate that the in situ ETS
approach can be used to reveal new insight about electrochemical
interfaces that is not readily available previously with other
approaches.

It is noticed that the most informative ETS signals indicating
the transition between different electrochemical interface condi-
tions come from the variations (or trend) of GSD rather than its
absolute value. Therefore, a differentiation operation is applied to
the GSD data to better visualize and analyse such variation-based
signals, which we designated as the differentiated ETS (DETS). A
typical DETS curve (d(DGSD/GSD

0 )/dVG) reveals a spectral line
feature with several peaks (Fig. 3b). Indeed, each change of
surface conditions on PtNWs, induced by electrochemical
reactions during in-device CV, can be identified by a peak on
the differentiation curve. The correlation between electronic
signals of the device and the electrochemical surface states of the
material is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3c. Importantly, the
scattering-based mechanism provides a highly surface sensitive
signalling pathway for probing the electrochemical interfaces in
real time. From the signals acquired via the ETS approach
(coupled with concurrent CV studies), we can derive a molecular
level explanation of the CV characteristics that is consistent with
the conclusions developed for Pt electrodes or electrocatalysts
through decades of electrochemical and spectroscopic studies24.
Moreover, the ETS signal observed in this study reveals important
new insights on the electrochemical interfaces that are not readily
available from traditional spectroscopic analysis. It can therefore
function as a powerful in situ characterization approach for
mechanistic investigation of the electrochemical surface
properties in highly complex environment.

Except for a qualitative identification of the surface conditions
of PtNWs that helps to interpret the ETS signal, the CV current
(IG) can also be used for quantitative analysis when it is only
associated with the surface process (such as in the case of Hupd).
For example, the surface coverage of Hads (YH) on PtNWs is
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Figure 3 | In situ electrical transport spectroscopy (ETS) of the PtNWs. (a) IG–VG (black curve) and normalized GSD–VG (red curve) characteristics of a

typical PtNWs device. IG–VG resembles the typical CV characteristic of a polycrystalline Pt surface, containing redox regions of hydrogen evolution reaction

(HER), H adsorption/desorption region (Hupd), double layer (DL) region, surface oxide formation/reduction region (Oupd) and oxygen evolution reaction

(OER). GSD–VG (ETS) curve can also be divided into three regions marked with yellow, green and purple boxes correspondingly. (b) Differentiated ETS

(DETS) curve shows spectral peak characteristics. Red curve is a 15-point-averaged result for visual guide of the differentiated data. (c) Schematic

illustrations of different Pt surface conditions with the sweeping electrochemical potentials (left black axis) and the corresponding conductivity changes

(right red axis, labels shown along the axis are corresponding to the labels shown on GSD curve in a). Pt atoms are grey, H atoms are white, O atoms are red

in H2Oads, blue in OHads and green in Oads for visual guide to the different scattering effect. Arrows in all figures indicate the potential sweeping direction,

with corresponding dots showing the starting point of measurement.
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calculated from the integrated charge of CV current at Hupd

region (from 0.1 to � 0.25 V versus Ag/AgCl) in comparison with
the CO stripping charge of PtNWs (see Supplementary Fig. 10).
By such analysis, a quantitative correlation between the surface
conditions and the GSD signal can be established, which could
serve as a calibration for the study of complicated electrochemical
reactions using the in situ ETS approach.

In situ ETS study of H2O2 reduction and oxidation reactions.
To further demonstrate the significance of ETS, we have
employed this technique to explore different electrochemical
reactions catalysed by PtNWs. In these cases, cathodic/anodic
currents from redox reactions dominate the voltammetric signals
and thus little surface information could be directly derived from
the conventional CV studies. To this end, the ETS approach can
function as a highly surface-specific analysis technique to reveal
important insight on electrochemical surface states during active
electrochemical reactions.

We have first studied the electrochemistry of hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) on PtNWs, because of following: (i) the similar
chemical species involved in the H2O2 reduction and oxidation
reactions (PROR) and (ii) the fundamental significance to
understand the H2O2 electrochemistry on the model Pt catalysts,
as it is identified as an important intermediate in oxygen
reduction reactions (ORRs)27–29. We have conducted in-device
CV (IG–VG) and ETS (GSD–VG) in perchloric acid with different
concentrations of H2O2 (Fig. 4a,b, respectively). Result from

PtNWs with no PROR is shown as a baseline (black curves in
Fig. 4a,b). At high H2O2 concentrations, large PROR redox
currents dominate the voltammogram and mask the intrinsic CV
characteristic of PtNWs. For similar situations in the study of Pt
electrocatalysis, information about the electrode surface, such as
the surface coverage of O species at a given potential, could be
estimated from the baseline cyclic voltammogram of electrode
with no reactants, and the same conclusion was often applied in
the discussion of polarization curves in PROR and ORR1,27.
However, this assumption is not necessarily true since the
electrochemical surface states could change under different
reactant concentrations. Such information is nonetheless
difficult to decouple from the cathodic/anodic current in
traditional CV studies (as can be seen in Fig. 4a). Importantly,
with the surface-specific nature of scattering-based mechanism,
the in situ ETS reveals the information of Pt surface conditions
during PROR processes at each different H2O2 concentrations,
without being interfered by the faradic current through the gate
channel. As shown in Fig. 4b, distinguishable GSD signals were
observed with different amount of H2O2, suggesting that the
surface conditions of the Pt electrocatalysts can vary substantially
during PROR. This observation provides evidence for an
important question that has not been easily addressed in the
related studies in PROR27 or ORR1.

The most significant change that can be identified in the GSD

results (Fig. 4b) is related to the adsorption of O species. We find
this part of GSD curves drops to a lower value with increasing
H2O2 concentration. Given the origin of decreasing conductance
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due to surface oxidation, the greater decrease of the GSD suggests
a larger fraction of the oxidized Pt surface. This conclusion is not
surprising considering H2O2 (or its cathodic product O2) is an
oxidizing agent and higher H2O2 could lead to a higher Oads

coverage or a larger fraction of the surface oxide layer. The
analysis of the DETS curve leads to the same conclusion (Fig. 4c):
with increasing H2O2 concentrations, the O adsorption peak and
Oads desporption peak both show an increased intensity
corresponding to the GSD drop at the positive potential scan
and subsequent increase at the negative scan. Moreover, it is
evident that, with increasing H2O2 concentrations, the Oads

desorption peak is broadened to a more negative potential while
the onset potential at the positive side remains the same (Fig. 4c).
This peak broadening/shifting has also been observed in 0.1M
HClO4 with increasing upper potential limit (see Supplementary
Fig. 8), as a result of the increased penetration of O atoms into the
bulk Pt at higher upper potential limit, which requires a more
negative potential to be reduced24. Similarly, the broadening/
shifting of Oads desorption peak at higher H2O2 concentration
can be attributed to the more intensive O penetration into the
PtNWs. It is important to note that in PROR, the CV signal is
completely dominated by the H2O2 redox current and cannot
reveal such Pt surface information. This is another example that
the ETS signal not only gives the same electrode surface
information as CV measurement in baseline conditions (such as
in 0.1M HClO4; Supplementary Fig. 8a,b) but also continues to
reveal electrode surface information when the CV signal is
completely dominated by the reactant redox currents (such as in
PROR, Fig. 4a–c). Furthermore, an obvious increase in the
intensity of the OHads peak was also observed, implying the
increased coverage of adsorbed hydroxyl species during the
cathodic oxidation of H2O2. Since the surface Oads coverage is
crucial to many catalytic processes including ORR1,30,31, this
surface information revealed by ETS approach could provide
valuable information to guide the rational design of optimized
electrocatalysts.

For a more detailed understanding of electrocatalysis (for
example, to probe reaction kinetics), quantitative information of
the electrode surface is often needed. Up to date, the quantitative
analysis of the electrode surface almost exclusively came from the
faradic charge that can be possibly linked to the surface coverage
of certain adsorbed chemical species. For traditional in situ
spectroscopic studies, the spectroscopic signals may be calibrated
with these redox charges when there is only surface reaction.
Importantly, the in situ ETS characterization of the PtNWs
surface is naturally correlated with the in-device CV measure-
ment. The ETS signal can be readily calibrated using the redox
charges during the baseline conditions (see Supplementary
Fig. 10), and then be used to quantitatively analyse the PtNW
surface conditions under electrocatalytic reactions such as PROR.
As shown in Fig. 4d, we have observed a drop of GSD values with
increasing amount of H2O2 at a given anodic potential. This trend
can be used to estimate the surface coverage of O species at
different reaction conditions, using the calibration obtained from
the baseline conditions (no PROR) (see Supplementary Fig. 11).
These analyses demonstrate that the ETS approach can be
coupled with the traditional quantitative electrochemical analysis,
and is capable of providing quantitative information during
in situ monitoring of the electrochemical interfaces. More
importantly, it can be continuously used to derive quantitative
surface information that cannot be obtained from traditional CV
measurement during practical electrocatalytic reactions.

In situ ETS study of methanol and formic acid oxidation. We
have further explored the ETS technique for more complicated

and practically important systems. The oxidation of methanol
and formic acid with a Pt-based catalyst is the most extensively
studied model reactions due to their potentials as the logistical
energy feedstock for fuel cell technologies32. Compared with
PROR, methanol/formic acid oxidation reactions (MORs/
FAORs) involve a more complicated surface process based on
the adsorption of C1 molecules. By far, fundamental research on
both reactions was mostly assisted by infrared-based
spectroscopies. Although some exact details remain elusive, a
‘dual-pathway’ mechanism (including (1) a direct oxidation via
reactive intermediate and (2) an indirect oxidation via self-
poisoning intermediate CO) has been established for both
reactions (Fig. 5a; inset). We have used PtNW ETS to explore
these reactions. IG–VG showed typical CV characteristics of
MOR/FAOR (Fig. 5a), with the electrical transport signal (Fig. 5b)
obtained at the same time. Similar to the ETS studies in PROR,
the indicative signals came from the change in ETS curves relative
to the ‘baseline’ curve, which was established with no reactant.

A noticeably lower GSD value (compared with the baseline
condition without methanol or formic acid) was observed in the
H adsorption/desorption region (Hupd) region for both MOR and
FAOR (Fig. 5b, GSD value at Hupd potential region: HClO44
CH3OH4HCOOH), which is consistent with the observed trend
in each Hupd current in the CV results, indicating the H
adsorption sites were partially occupied by methanol and formic
acid (or unreacted intermediates) resulting a less complete
coverage of H adsorption on Pt surface. At the oxidation
potential range (40V versus Ag/AgCl), MOR resulted in little
change in GSD compared with the baseline curve (Fig. 5b, red
versus black curve), whereas the shape of GSD curve altered
significantly in FAOR (Fig. 5b, blue curve). The obvious
distinction in the ETS results between MOR and FAOR is
interesting, as they share analogous reaction mechanisms and
similar CV characteristics (Fig. 5a). Although the in situ infrared
spectroscopy has been extensively used to study the surface
chemistry and reaction kinetics for both Pt-catalysed MOR and
FAOR, their direct comparison has been rarely conducted in one
study. On the basis of time-resolved in situ infrared studies, a
major difference between MOR and FAOR is the accumulation of
surface ‘poisoning’ intermediate (COads). For MOR, COads

starts to accumulate at onset potentials for oxidative methanol
dehydrogenation: CH3OH-COadsþ 4Hþ þ 4e� , at 0.10V
versus Ag/AgCl33, whereas for FAOR, COads starts to
accumulate at much more negative potentials due to the non-
oxidative dehydration of formic acid: HCOOHads-COadsþH2O
(a pre-covered 0.5ML of COads can be achieved at � 0.15 V
versus Ag/AgCl before FAOR at higher potentials)34,35.
Moreover, the faster COads accumulation in FAOR than in
MOR has also been observed recently in in situ open circuit
potential studies36. This stronger ‘self-poisoning’ effect accounts
for the strongly suppressed CV current during positive scan of
FAOR, especially for reactive facet such as Pt(100)32,37,38.
Importantly, the surface conditions of this ‘self-poisoning’
process can be directly visualized in ETS signal: a slightly
altered ETS was observed for a weakly poisoned Pt surface during
MOR, while a heavily distorted ETS was observed for a strongly
poisoned surface in FAOR (Fig. 5b).

To fully understand the different ETS characteristics in MOR/
FAOR and their correlations with the COads poisoning, we have
carried out the ETS measurement in the CO stripping process
(Fig. 5c, with differentiated ETS data shown in Fig. 5d). During
the CO stripping measurement, the surface of PtNWs is first fully
covered with a monolayer of COads until it is oxidized in the
positive potential sweeping. In general, one broad CO oxidation
peak is expected at around 0.50–0.60V versus Ag/AgCl in the
positive CV scan for bulk PtNWs in a typical CO striping process.
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It is interesting to note that two sharp oxidation peaks were
observed at 0.55 and 0.6V versus Ag/AgCl, indicating distinct
COads sites with slightly different binding energies. The observa-
tion of multiple distinct peaks is probably because the device is
composed of limited number of nanowires, therefore it is more
likely to distinguish different binding sites that is difficult to
resolve in bulk CV measurements. The ETS measurement shows
a flat GSD curve (Fig. 5c, green curve) until the COads starts to be
oxidized at the CO oxidation onset potential. This flat ETS feature
is attributed to the stable COads layer that blocks the adsorption
(and therefore scattering) of other possible surface adsorbates
until CO desorbs on oxidation. It should be noted that the flat CO
stripping ETS curve lies below the baseline ETS at Hupd region
and above the baseline ETS at DL region (Fig. 5c, green versus
black curves). This result indicates the strength of surface
scattering for three differently terminated Pt surfaces: Pt–
HoPt–COoPt–H2O. Comparing the ETS curves obtained from
PtNWs during CO stripping, MOR and FAOR, it is obvious that
the more distorted ETS characteristic for FAOR during positive
potential scan, including a lower value of GSD in Hupd region and
a higher GSD value in DL region, can be explained by partially
covered COads during this potentiodynamic FAOR process. At
the beginning of the second oxidation peak for FAOR during
positive CV scan (Fig. 5a), a sharp drop in GSD signal is observed
(Fig. 5b), with a corresponding peak in the DETS (Fig. 5d). It is
important to note that the onset potentials for this sharp drop in
GSD coincides with the COads oxidation potentials in the CO
striping measurement (Fig. 5d), strongly suggesting that this drop
in GSD can be largely attributed to the desorption of COads and

adsorption of other molecules (H2O and O species) on the Pt
surface. Overall, these studies demonstrate that ETS may offer a
valuable signalling pathway for probing the surface poisoning
level of metal catalysts, which can facilitate the design and
development of high-performance electrocatalysts.

It is noticed that the other half of the FAOR ETS at the
negative potential sweeping is also considerably different from
baseline and MOR ETS, with the GSD value considerably lower
(Fig. 5b). The overall smaller GSD value in the negative sweeping
direction cannot be attributed to the COads, because the Pt surface
starts from a COads-free condition34,35,38. Considering its
significant difference from MOR ETS (with similar intermediate
and reaction kinetics), this distinct feature in FAOR may be
possibly attributed to specially adsorbed anions, HCOO� , which
are not present in the baseline or MOR measurement. This
explanation is consistent with a HCOO� pathway for the
mechanism of Pt-catalysed FAOR (that surface adsorbed
HCOO� is the active intermediate for the direct oxidation of
FA, even at low pH conditions38), which has been recently
proposed against other contradictory mechanisms34,39–42. Our
ETS evidence suggests that specially adsorbed anions (HCOO� )
may play an important role in the surface chemistry during
FAOR, which favours the newly proposed HCOO� mechanism.

Discussion
In conclusion, we have developed a novel on-chip ETS approach
for directly probing the electrochemical interfaces based on
nanoelectronic signalling. The concurrent in-device voltammetry
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and in situ conductance measurement offers a complementary
strategy to the traditional spectroscopy-based characterization
techniques for in situ monitoring of the electrochemical surface
conditions of metal nanocatalysts. It possesses unique advantages
such as strictly surface-selective signals, no involvement of
external radiation energy, miniaturized, scalable and CMOS
compatible lab-on-a-chip set-up and low requirements on
instrumentation. The intrinsic characteristics of electrical trans-
port measurement could potentially lead to future methodologies
for high-throughput measurements and small-scale sampling
down to the single-particle level. It can thus enable a useful and
convenient tool to promote fundamental understanding and
future development of advanced nanoelectrocatalysts. Further-
more, the coupling of traditional electrochemical methods such as
voltammetry offers the capability of extending this system to a
wide range of interdisciplinary research field (that is, biological
materials/systems) where electrochemical process plays a
central role.

Methods
Synthesis of PtNWs. PtNWs were synthesized following a previous procedure22

with slight modification. Typically, a mixture of KOH (0.6 g) and ethylene glycol
(4ml) was dissolved in DMF (6ml). Aqueous solution of K2PtCl6 (8 wt%, 0.1ml)
was then added into the mixture. After stirring for 20min, the reaction mixture was
transferred into a Teflon-lined autoclave, which was maintained at 150 �C for 15 h
and then cooled to room temperature. The black powders were collected after the
reaction and washed with ethanol and deionized (DI) water repeatedly for several
times before use.

Preparation of PtNWs films. A free standing film was assembled from as-pre-
pared PtNWs suspension by a co-solvent evaporation method23. Typically, PtNWs
suspensions in ethanol (400 ml, 0.4mgml� 1) was mixed with DI water (miliQ
filtered, 600 ml) and n-butanol (250 ml). The suspension of PtNWs in mixed
solvents was added drop by drop into a flask (about 9 cm in diameter) filled with
DI water. A film of PtNWs was then formed on the water surface and was later
transferred onto the device.

Fabrication of the PtNWs electrochemical device. Typically, a PMMA (A8,
MicroChem Corp.) film was prepared by spin coating on the substrate (pþ þ
silicon wafer with 300 nm thermal oxide) surface with pre-patterned Au electrodes
(Ti/Au, 50/50 nm). E-beam lithography was then used to open windows on
PMMA, which created desired patterns on the substrate. The pre-prepared (by
co-solvent evaporation) free standing film of PtNWs was then deposited onto the
substrate surface. After the removal of PMMA template, PtNWs was deposited on
the device substrate with desired patterns. To eliminate the influence of electrolyte
and to avoid electrochemical reactions on the metal electrodes, another layer of
PMMA (B500-nm thick, electrochemically inert) was then deposited on the
PtNWs device with spin coating. A smaller window that only exposes PtNWs was
opened by e-beam lithography. The final device, with exposed PtNWs and PMMA
protected electrodes was used for in-device electrochemistry and in situ electrical
transport spectroscopy measurement.

In-device CV and in situ ETS. A two channel SMU (Agilent B2902a) was used for
the measurement. The first SMU channel was used as a potentiostat to control the
potential of source electrode as to the reference electrode (VG), while collecting the
current (IG) through the counter electrode. In a typical in-device CV measurement,
the scan rate is 32mV s� 1. The second SMU channel was used to supply a small
potential (50mV) between source and drain electrodes and collecting the corres-
ponding current (ISD). For a typical measurement in this study, the gate/faradic
current is generally several orders of magnitude smaller than the ETS current
(IG B1 nA and ISD B10mA). Therefore, the in-device CV current does not affect
the ETS current and no additional background subtraction or other mathematical
treatment is needed before the data analysis. A more detailed description of the
measurement can be found in Supplementary Methods.

Normalization of the ISD–VG results. In an aqueous environment, the conduction
electrons were at least scattered by surface adsorbed water molecules, the con-
ductance of PtNWs at this stage is considered as ‘baseline’ conductance (GSD

0 ). This
baseline value can be determined before each electrical spectroscopic scan by
measuring the I–V characteristics of PtNWs with no VG applied. With GSD

0 mea-
sured, the ISD of each test could also be normalized to relative conductance change
(DGSD/GSD

0 , where GSD¼ ISD/VSD and DGSD¼GSD�GSD
0 ). This normalization

does not change the characteristic of each ISD–VG curve, and makes the compar-
ison between different scans and different devices more reasonable, as the baseline

conductance of each device are different and each could drift during measure-
ments, due to the reasons such as Pt atom dissolution. The shape of ISD, GSD and
DGSD are the same, and in the paper this characteristic is all referred as GSD result.
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